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As teachers and educators, we keep looking for tools that help us connect with 
our students. The connect we have with our students directly impacts our 
effectiveness as teachers and the ability of our children to progress. 

Pick any educational institution of your choice and quiz the students about the 
teacher who made an impact on them. In most cases, you will �nd that the 
teacher they speak of, would have developed a good connect with them. 
Connecting with children in a relevant manner is the key. The strongest tool 
to that end is words. Words have a huge impact and it is crucial to realise that 
they can have a positive and a negative impact. It’s necessary to be conscious of 
creating a positive impact.

Children today feel connected to the teachers that appear relevant to them. 
They have a zone of relevance and it becomes easier to get through to them if we 
fall in that zone. This can be achieved if we educators understand the power of 
chitchat. Of the many, there are two things that can be achieved through the 
power of chitchat or the power of words. 

The �rst one is trust. Trust is a very important component as children never open 
up to anyone they do not trust and rightfully so. As teachers, it’s important for us 
to gain their trust in order to help them solve problems or achieve their goals. 
The next time you see a child disheartened because he or she received a bad grade 
in a test or lost a contest, have a conversation with the child mentioning a moment 
of failure in your life and how it didn’t stop you from achieving your goals.   

RASHMI MARIAN FURTADO 
Senior Editor, TheTeacher.in



A natural writer, teacher and a passionate content creator, Rashmi has authored the Cu and 
Rio series and created the Keystones program on Values Education from Greycaps. She is one 
of the founders of  TheTeacher.in. She is a sought after speaker at educational conferences, 
facilitator programs and for motivational talks to students at schools across India. She holds 
a Master’s Degree from the prestigious NIT Suratkal where she also taught before joining 
Greycaps. Rashmi is also a popular quiz host for schools, colleges and large corporate 
audiences. She has co-hosted the Tata Crucible quiz and Travel Quest by Thomas Cook.

It will immediately make the child realise that their teacher has been through 
a similar experience and can understand him or her.

The second is relevance. It’s vital that the child sees the relevance in his or her 
teacher. If there is a child in your class who is usually very distracted, impatient 
or bored, try striking a conversation with the child outside the classroom in a 
nonchalant manner. Speak to them about a gadget, a book that sounded 
interesting or a hobby that they like. You would have conversed with them 
about something they like and created an impression that you are in their zone 
of relevance. Giving them examples of personalities who are relevant to them 
will also suddenly make you look ‘cool’ and the willingness of the child to hear 
you out will increase. 

All of the above can be achieved by a simple chitchat that you can have with 
the child. This will help you uncover things like personal problems a child is 
going through to a hidden talent that a child has never been able to showcase. 
Whatever the case, you would have made an impact, made a difference.

Words can make or break, it’s upto us as educators to use them to make and 
shape the future of the country! This Children’s Day as we wish the children, 
let’s make an attempt to take the �rst step for the sake of the children. With a 
treasure trove of words that we have, I am sure we educators will be able to 
make our contribution.

Yours Positively!

Rashmi
rashmi@greycaps.com

@RashmiGreycaps
@RashmiGreycaps
Rashmi Furtado



G. Balasubramanian is a doyen of school education 
in India. He has held several positions of leadership 
at CBSE, including Director Academics. He was the 
brain behind the introduction of several innovations 
at CBSE, which included frontline curriculum, 
Communicative Approach to Language Teaching, 
Information Technology, Alternatives to Homework, 
etc. He is also an author, poet and a sought-after 
speaker at educational conferences world over.

Parents are the most important stakeholders in a school, next to the students. Their 
interest in the growth pro�le of their wards, their well-being and safety during school 
hours, are certainly the prime concerns of any school. With increasing social tensions 
and consequent expectations from schools and their wards, the stress experienced by 
the parents need to be attended through a meaningful, educative and facilitative 
process. Parental education and engagement with schools therefore, is becoming an 
emerging necessity.

The following appear to be some important areas which a school needs to address in 
this regard:

G. BALASUBRAMANIAN
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That apart, parents at the primary level also need to be exposed to the healthcare
of their wards including identi�cation of minor health problems like eye defects, 
learning de�ciencies, symptoms of autism, hearing de�ciencies, attitudinal
problems, etc.

Developing an excellent interpersonal relationship with parents and among parents, 
and empowering them to be positive contributors to the school development is an 
emerging issue.

Understanding and cooperation extended by the parents for effective traf�c 
management and safety management of the students, both inside and outside the 
school is important to generate goodwill and success for the initiatives of the school.

Schools need to organise focussed and tailor-made programmes in these areas so
that most con�icts that arise could be solved with ease, comfort and purpose. 

Counselling the parents at the primary level on the emerging learning challenges, 
learning curve – both social and personal, learning stress, competition management, 
psycho-social growth patterns, technology in use, misuse and abuse.

Parental counselling at the time of admitting their wards, brie�ng them about the 
school’s vision, commitments, pro�le, rules in force and expectations.

Parents of students in the age group of eight to �fteen – managing curiosity, 
innovation, enterprise, attention de�cit, peer pressure, pre-adolescent and adolescent 
issues; and their management, aggression management, gender sensitivity among the 
children, learning challenges, individuality management, developing self-concepts 
and self-esteem.

Parents of the age group of twelve to �fteen – Management of emotional health, 
management of failure and depression, con�ict resolution, competition management, 
bullying issues, time management, peer pressure management and the like.
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Awaken 

the Child 
in You!

In today’s stressful world, we must have often heard people saying, ‘Spend 
time with a child to realise life’s true meaning. Look at life from a child’s 
perspective to be happy.’ Have we ever wondered about these words of 

advice? Why are children synonymous with happiness, hope and peace? 
Weren’t we all children once? What changed, as we grew up? Did our lives 

change, or is it just us, who changed?

To answer these questions, let us start by re�ecting on our lives before we 
reached adulthood. First, we were carefree infants and toddlers, with all our 

needs taken care of. Then we grew into children �lled with questions and 
enthusiasm for the world. Our imagination was boundless, and the 

possibilities we saw were endless. Slowly, we grew into teenagers, and were 
excited to discover newer experiences that life had to offer. Sadly, this 

phase of ‘growing up’ was also governed by stereotypes, to a large extent. 
We had to inevitably conform to unwritten rules in what we did, what we 

spoke, and even in what we thought. By the time we reached adulthood, we 
had got so used to being ‘grown-up’, that we left the child in us behind, and 
did not even realise it. While we were children, we sought comfort and joy 
in little things in life. Now that we are adults, we are induced into a world 

of more expectations and roles to �t into. We have set new, ‘bigger’ goals for 
ourselves, such as getting a promotion, buying a car, building a house, 
planning vacations and so on. We are led to equate our happiness with 

achieving these goals. 
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We may think, “This is how life progresses. 
We move past childhood and our de�nition of ‘happiness’ 

changes.” Yes, adulthood brings maturity and purpose into our lives and 
that is necessary. However, as adults, we also tend to take life too seriously 

and complicate day-to-day issues. We revolve our entire lives around our new 
roles and forget to be our true selves. This is where the problem lies. We must 

remember that achieving bigger goals in life is not the only route to 
happiness. Happiness lies in the little, seemingly ‘unimportant’ things as well. 

How often have we, as adults, indulged in the little joys such as colouring a 
picture, learning to play a new instrument, or riding a bicycle? We stop 

ourselves from doing the things we used to love as children, thinking that it is 
‘a waste of time’ or that it may create a ‘poor impression’ of us in front of 

others. We brand such activities as ‘childish’. However, the happiness which 
we can get from these ‘childish’ things is the kind that we can truly rely on. 
Hence, we must seek it and embrace it whenever we can. It is in times like 

these, that we need to learn from a child’s approach to life. 

So, does a child’s perspective of life only include indulging in our passions? 
What does it really mean, to be a child at heart? How does it help us be 
happy? Moreover, how can we as adults, adopt a child’s point of view? 

Firstly, being a child at heart means simplifying issues. This brings greater 
clarity to our day-to-day life, giving us energy to focus on the things that 

really matter. This perspective also means that we should be content with 
what we have. This gives us peace of mind. It means being optimistic, to �ll 
ourselves with hope. It means reminding ourselves not to expect too much 
from life, to give us satisfaction. It means surrounding our lives around our 
loved ones, giving us strength. It means not bothering too much about what 

people say, giving us freedom to pursue what we love. It means resolving 
differences and staying away from hatred, giving us solace. It means being 

curious and learning forever, enhancing our knowledge along with our 
wisdom. It simply means enjoying life more. Isn’t this doable?

Thus, childhood—the best phase of our lives—does not have to end with the 
onset of teenage or adulthood. We need not wait to be in the company of 

children, to experience childhood second-hand. All it takes is for us to 
remember to carry a part of our childhood throughout our lives. This is also 
something we must teach our children- to let the child in them grow, as they 

grow into adults.

Happy Children’s Day!
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PUNEETA B. CHOUHAN | Principal, Hill Top School, Jamshedpur

Puneeta Chouhan has been a teacher, HOD and a principal in her 35 years as an 
educator. She has donned many hats and taken up many responsibilities including the 
role of a convener of CISCE schools in Jamshedpur and Inspector of Schools by CISCE. 
She has worked with several UK schools under the UKIERI and GSP Programmes of 
British Council, partnered with a Chinese school for cultural exchange and has led a 
student delegation to the UN to participate in an MUN session at New York.

She is passionate about education, is a dramatics and theatre enthusiast, enjoys 
reading, and likes to dabble in composing poetry.

Your school has won many awards 
and accolades. What helped your 
school achieve this, and do you 
believe recognitions such as these 
have brought about some positive 
changes in the school?
We worked with the British Council for 
several years under the UKIERI and GSP 
programmes. This created a climate for 
internationalism, exchange of students’ 
ideas and work. Our school had won the 
International School Award. It had 
partnered with several schools across 
the globe on agreed themes to exchange 
student opinion and learning, through 

video conferencing, e-mails, resources, 
etc. It was a delightful forum for 
exchange of ideas and cultural 
understanding.

The children befriended students from 
different countries, and increased their 
learning multifold!

In a city like Jamshedpur, what are 
the challenges that educational 
institutes face? Do you think the 
location of the institute matters?
Jamshedpur is a recognised hub of 
quality education at the school level. 
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Schools here are both competitive and 
collaborative. Our multi-pronged 
challenges surface from the existing 
cross currents in the educational world. 
For a student today, promotion is a right 
irrespective of merit, and discipline is no 
longer a mandate. 

To be able to preserve the sanctity of 
excellence in education amidst this new 
environment, wherein stakeholders are 
happy to drift forward without craving to 
accomplish milestones, is a concern for 
educators. The cultural fad evident in 
the form of social media addiction 
among teenagers threatens to adversely 
in�uence the desire for academic as well 
as extracurricular performances. As far 
as these challenges are concerned, they 
impact us all, irrespective of location.

On the other hand, the support of the 
TATA group of companies in Jamshedpur, 
and their readiness to cooperate with 
schools in various ventures, including 
technical and legal expertise as and 
when required, are a huge advantage.  

In a world where students of class 9 
start studying for class 10 exams, do 
you think spending time on student 
engagement activities and exchange 
programmes help children in 
achieving success?
We aspire for all round development. 
The academic thrust needs to be backed 
up with positive social attitudes, 
competencies in multiple areas of 
expertise and expression, the �ne arts, 
kinesthetic skills like sport and dancing, 
etc. to offer a gamut of opportunities to a 
student who is learning to explore 
untouched horizons, to discover oneself.

Exchange programmes help students gain 
new perspectives, sensitise them towards 
new avenues of thought, increase their 
tolerance and broaden their outlook 
towards life. 

Our British collaborations helped our 
teachers and students to appreciate their 
level of creative expression, while our 
interaction with the Chinese schools 
provided us insights into a new measure 
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of perseverance. The dimensions of 
learning are indeed endless, and the 
more we learn, the more we realise 
that we have only scratched the tip 
of the iceberg.

Your school was a part of the MUN 
team that went to the US, in 2017. 
Kindly share the experience with 
us. How do such events help in the 
development of the child?
Hill Top School students bagged the Best 
Delegation Award during the Indian 
International Model United Nations 
(IIMUN) Jamshedpur last year. 
This triggered the US trip to attend the 
IIMUN USA at the UN itself. Competition 
at a global level on a foreign soil helps 
students gauge and assess themselves 
objectively. The trip added layers of 
con�dence to the children, who proved 
their mettle and awakened to the 
wonderful realisation of self-worth, after 
having made a mark on such a platform. 
More than anything, the children were 
intrigued by the idea of participating in 
a MUN session at the UN, which 
exercises its own charisma.

As a school which has followed 
unique methods for overall 

development of a child, could you 
tell us about the activities that you 
have in school which help in the 
same? 
Our Value Education programme is our 
pride and USP.  Planned indigenously, it 
mandates that all students from Class V 
upwards, need to work with NGOs, 
underprivileged schools or 
disadvantaged children to make a 
personal contribution in the form of 
service. Our children have worked with 
the National Association for the Blind, 
Voluntary Blood Donors’ Association, 
Moral Rearmament, among many others. 
They also work with street children.

Tell us about the Toy Making Club 
in your school.
Some students are naturally gifted 
artists. They love ‘to put things together’ 
aesthetically. Toy making is about using 
scrap to make toys.

You have pioneered the ‘Hill Top 
Leadership Challenge’ event. 
How did this idea come about?
Over coffee and chat with Mr. Giri 
Balasubramaniam about 8 years ago, 
we dwelt over the prospect of enabling 
leadership skills among students which 
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would include the power to convince and 
hold sway, retaining clarity of thought in 
a moment of crisis, and handling tricky 
situations with dexterity. We were 
re�ecting on how these elements could 
be made central to the concept, when 
this idea sprang up. There has been no 
looking back since then.

Why do you think leadership 
should be a vital skill that all young 
students should pay attention to?
Every student has to play a leadership 
role in various real life predicaments. 
The person who jumps out of his car
to alleviate a traf�c jam, or one who 
rescues another from an accident, or
just simply, the person who convinces 
his family about a life changing decision.
In all of these moments, a person is 
enacting a leadership role. There are 
times of personal heroism and defeat,
or con�icting situations that demand
a patient resolution, or even handling 
dependent family members, who look 
up to you for answers. It is an 

individual’s conviction compounded by 
his grit that will take him forward in 
life to assume more challenging 
leadership roles.

What is your message for young, 
passionate teachers?
The vocation of a teacher is the most 
gratifying. Within no time a teacher can 
in�uence a child’s mind, open new doors 
of thought, give wings to the child’s 
imagination, empower and monitor a 
takeoff. It gives endless ful�lment to 
watch the tender �edglings shape into 
high �iers.

My request to the passionate teachers is 
to retain the passion and love the 
journey. Your job description will include 
the love for learning accompanied by 
excessive patience, but it is the only 
calling in the world where the rewards 
assume the form of over brimming love, 
adoration and respect. Be worthy of all 
this. Be a role model. 
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EDUCATION NEWS

Children need books that are not textbooks

‘Limit screen time to improve cognition’: Survey

n 2017, the World Bank identi�ed 
the factors affecting learning and 
released a report warning the 
people of a ‘global learning crisis’. 

The report, which analysed the political 
policies of 20 
countries, 
recommended certain 
concrete steps to 
address the learning 
shortfalls in the 
countries.

It shed light on how 
children from low and 
middle-income 
countries were disadvantaged due to the 
lack of proper primary and secondary 
education. It also stated that only certain 
children could afford proper education, 
which guaranteed them better career  

opportunities and wages in their life.

Stating the learning dif�culties faced by 
the students, the report also highlighted 
the socio-economic divide prevalent in 

the society. 

The World Bank 
suggested certain 
changes that could 
be brought into the 
education sector to 
address the ‘learning 
crisis’. The proposed 
changes include a 
well-designed 

student assessment system, a 
community to support learning, and a 
reading culture to improve vocabulary 
and writing skills of the children.

he Lancet Child and Adolescent 
Health Journal, an international 
medical journal, conducted a 

survey to understand the relation 
between cognitive skills and screen time 
among children.

Nearly 4520 children between the age 
group of 8 and 11 were assessed based 

on six standard tests that measured 
language skills, memory, attention, 
planning ability and the speed of 
completing mental tasks. The study 
found that children who had less than 
two hours of recreational screen time 
and got 9 to 11 hours of sleep performed 
better in the tests of mental ability, than 
the other children. Researchers used the 

T
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questionnaire to estimate the child’s 
physical activity, sleep and recreational 
screen time.

While there are many educational games 
and programmes that have been 
developed during the recent times, the 
results from the study prove that smart 
devices can impair attention and memory.

Times World University Rankings 2019

251-300 band and is currently 
considered the highest ranked Indian 
university in the list.

The list comprises of more than 1250 
universities from 86 different 
countries. Though several universities 
have managed to retain their position 
in the Global Top 10, Yale University 
was the only newcomer on the list. 
Switzerland’s ETH Zurich slipped to 
the eleventh position in the current 
list. Among the Top 49 Indian 
Universities, IIT Indore has been 
ranked the second-best Indian 
University, beating universities like IIT 
Bombay, IIT Kharagpur and IIT 
Kanpur, respectively.

The calculation of the rankings for 
2019 has been audited by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), a 
multinational professional services 
network, headquartered in London. 

T he Times World University 
Ranking List, an annual 
publication of university 

rankings by Times Higher Education 
magazine, was revealed in September 
2018. The list for 2019 includes 7 newer 
Indian Universities that have been added 
to the list. The Indian Institute of Science 
(IISc) Bangalore has made it to the 
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Teachers’ Guide 

to a Healthy 
Classroom

Teaching is a profession which does magic by words, constructs by phrases and 
reforms by expressions. Discourses with the teachers frame the character entities of 
the students. Whatever we say and portray becomes the verdict for them. Although it 
is dif�cult to always speak in a particular tone, the choice of words, actions and 
expression make an ever-lasting impact on the minds of children.

Verbal skills are important tools in the hands of teachers. Maturity in this respect 
comes with age and experience. Although a self-controlled individual will react more 
prudently to a situation as compared to others, a check on one’s reaction is extremely 
important to overrule the situation. Following certain critical control points can help 
regulate our verbal and non-verbal impulses. They are-

APARAJITA SRIVASTAV | Teacher, Sunbeam School, 
Lahartara, Varanasi

Aparajita Srivastav has been in the teaching profession 
for over a decade, and is a CENTA TPO (High school 
biology, in 2016) quali�ed teacher. She has other 
awards to her credit and has been writing articles 
regularly for national magazines.

Dodging our preconceived notions about a class or a student is the key to see the 
class from a different perspective. Being hypercritical, just by engrossing into a 
discussion with a colleague, should not be a reason behind framing an opinion. 
On the contrary, real life situations should be dealt with calmness and sensitivity.

Elude Predispositions 
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It is extremely imperative for teachers to 
know that children understand things 
with respect to their age and not with 
respect to the teachers or peers. 
They are impulsive and tend to overreact 
most of the times. This moment is for us 
to be calm, where we just need to listen 
without being decisive. Children want to 
be listened to and not be judged. Neither 
do they want to be compared or 
analysed. A healthy and unbiased 
interactive session with the students is 
an effortless way to establish rapport 
with them. 

Being Empathetic

The behavioural attributes of a teacher directly re�ect in the behaviour of the 
students. Children are keen observers and learn by doing so. They tend to compare 
adult behaviour with the vocal instructions. So, we need to be very vigilant when we 
are communicating with them. 

Code of Conduct

Another vivid discussion in school premises is amongst the teachers. Greetings 
amongst colleagues, an exchange of smile, a word of encouragement, etc. does 
wonders in establishing the culture of the school. Our interpersonal communication 
is minutely noticed by the students. They frame opinions accordingly and hence, it is 
important to have an optimistic and supportive approach towards each other. 

Teacher-to-Teacher Talk

A formal communication with parents happens during the parent-teacher meetings. 
The way we give the feedback about the student’s behaviour is directly linked to the 
way they behave afterwards. The most negative feedback given in a positive way, with 
reinforcement and support, will surely inspire the children to improve. The parents 
will also remain hopeful and receive assurance that the child is nurtured in an 
af�rmative environment.

Parent-Teacher Communication

As teachers, we hold the supreme role of embracing children with all odds and 
accepting them the way they are. Unquestionably, it is not an easy task, but with an 
honest intention it is never impossible!
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Childhood is the time in our lives where we play, learn, form memories and 
experiences. Here are anecdotes from a few famous people’s lives, that helped 

them shape their future. 

Dr. Kalam, as a young boy, was best 
friends with Ramanadha Sastry, the son 
of the high priest of a temple. They were 
so close that Kalam would often wait for 
his friend near the temple, for him to 
�nish reciting the hymns, so that they 
could play together. At school, young 
Abdul and Ramanadha sat together in 
the front desk and treated each other 
like brothers. Ram being a Hindu wore a 
sacred thread, while young Abdul wore a 
white cap.

One day, when the two of them were in 
�fth standard, a new teacher came to 
their class. The teacher looked strict and 
carried a cane in his hand. He strolled 
around the class, tapping his cane on his 
palm as he looked at all the students. 
The teacher then stopped before the two 
friends and pointed at Abdul and said, 
“You with the white cap, how dare you 
sit beside the temple priest’s son?”, and 
then shouted, “Go and sit in the last 
bench!” Young Abdul felt hurt. He picked 
up his books and shifted to the last row. 
After school, Abdul and Ram wept 
together and thought that they would 
never be allowed to be friends anymore.
After reaching their respective homes, 

Abdul and Ram narrated the story of 
their teacher’s behaviour to their fathers. 
The next morning, Ram came running to 
Abdul and asked him to accompany him 
to his house. 

Young Abdul was terri�ed and thought 
that he was in more trouble. At Ram’s 
house, they saw the new teacher 
standing, with his hands folded. It was 
then that Ram’s father, with a stern face 
said, “In the light of our discussion, 
apologise to Kalam here.”

Young Abdul was shocked! He could not 
believe his ears. The head priest had 

Image credit- hotgossips.in
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asked the teacher to apologise to him. 
Ram’s father then said, “No child is less 
than another in God’s eyes. It is your 
duty as a teacher to help students live in 
harmony despite the differences in their 
background. You can no longer teach in 
this school.”

The new teacher felt ashamed of himself 
and immediately asked young Abdul to 
forgive him. He also told Abdul that he 
had learnt an important lesson in life 
and will never forget it. Ram’s father 
noticed that the teacher sincerely 
regretted his behaviour and thus, 
permitted him to continue teaching. 
From that day on, Ram and Abdul sat 
proudly together on the front bench 
and remained the best of friends till 
the very end.

This story not only highlights inequality 
in education, but also encourages 
teachers to treat all children equally.

her eyes were �lled with tears and this  
troubled Edison, who asked his mother 
about the contents of the letter.

To this, she read the letter in a loud 
voice, "Your son is a genius. This school is 
too small for him and we don't have 
enough resources or the teachers to train 
him. Please teach him yourself."

Several years had passed after this 
incident and Edison grew up to be a 
great inventor. One day, many years after 
his mother’s death, Edison was looking 
at some old family things when he 
stumbled upon an old letter that was 
stacked up in the closet.
The message on the letter stated, “Your 
son is mentally ill, and we won’t let him 
come to school anymore.”

Edison was shocked. He realised that this 
was the same letter which he had given 
his mother years ago. He then wrote in 
his diary, “Thomas Alva Edison was an 
addled (mentally ill) child that, by a 
hero mother, became the genius of 
the century.”

This story goes on to show how positive 
encouragement can help change an 
individual’s destiny.

One day young Thomas Alva Edison 
returned from school and gave a letter to 
his mother. He told her that his teacher 
had directed him to give it to her. 
His mother opened the letter and read it. 
By the time she had �nished reading it, 
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Despite her extraordinary talent in the 
English language, as a poet and a singer, 
American author Maya Angelo did not 
speak for a few years as a child. 
She went through a lot of suffering 
and cruelty and had given up on 
communicating with her friends 
and family.

She was close to her brother and a 
local school teacher named Mrs. Bertha 
Flowers. One day, Mrs. Flowers decided to 
help Maya regain her voice and called 
out to her and said, “I heard that you like 
to read a lot, would you like to read some 
poetry in class?”

Maya replied ‘no’ and said that she did 
not like to read poetry aloud. But the 
patient teacher kept on trying until she 
broke Maya’s silence and said, “One 
cannot love poetry unless they read it 
aloud”. This brought about a change in 
Maya’s thoughts and she eventually 
began reading poetry out in class and 
found that she loved reading them out 
loud. By the age of 13, young Maya 
Angelo started to speak again.

Besides helping Maya regain her voice, 
Mrs. Flowers also helped her learn about 
books. This heightened Maya’s 
motivation to read further. Later, when 
young Maya travelled to different places, 
she learnt about the importance of 
education and credited her teacher, 
Mrs. Flowers for her efforts.

Mrs. Flower’s undue support in helping 
Maya in her education, highlights the 
importance of the role teachers play in 
each of their students’ lives.

Image credit- Pinterest When Steve Jobs was a schoolboy, he 
made it clear that he did not have any 
interest in studies. By the time he 
reached fourth grade, he was known for 
his pranks in school and was suspended 
many times. Though everyone thought 
that he was a troublemaker and 
good-for-nothing, his class teacher 
Mrs. Imogene Hill, also known as 
Teddy, saw immense potential in Steve.

She worked her way towards motivating 
Steve to take his studies more seriously 
by bribing him with chocolates. She used 
to give him his favourite chocolates and 
lollipops after he completed his 

Image credit- Getty Images
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Helen Keller was around two years old 
when she was affected by an illness that 
left her blind and deaf. She grew up to be 
wild and unruly, and by the age of 7, she 
had frequent mood swings. This was a 
constant worry for her mother who

Image credit- perkins.org
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homework, which motivated him to 
�nish his work on time. Gradually Steve 
began enjoying doing homework and 
Teddy did not have to bribe him 
anymore.

When Steve was later asked the reason 
why he did not take bribes, he said that 
he found them unnecessary as he 
developed the quality to learn and 
please his teacher. Steve then went on to 
perform so well at school, that he 
skipped a grade and went straight to 
middle school. 

Teddy’s effort in educating Steve created 
such an impact that Steve went on have 
his own set of pupils in life, who found 
him to be an inspirational mentor and a 
role model.

This story shows that a teacher has the 
capacity to turn a demotivated student 
into a genius with enough motivation 
and care.
 

started reading about institutes and 
people who could help her daughter. 
This led Helen’s mother to approach 
Alexander Graham Bell, who 
recommended the Perkins Institute for 
the Blind, in Boston, Massachusetts.
 
Helen was assigned to Anne Sullivan, a 
former student of the Institute. Anne, 
who was initially intimidated by Helen’s 
behaviour, took it up as a challenge to  
help her. She entered Helen’s world to 
understand her interests, and developed 
language and vocabulary based on 
the same.

Through Anne’s patience and dedication, 
Helen learnt to speak, read, write and 
even sing! Helen turned out to be an 
excellent student and became the �rst 
deaf and blind person to earn a 
bachelor’s degree in arts.

This story highlights the fact that a 
teacher has the capacity to turn a 
dif�cult student into an achiever, with 
the right amount of patience and 
encouragement. If not for Anne’s 
compassion, Helen would have remained 
an unruly child.
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Teachers, 
Guard Your 

Throat
Dr. M. R. Krishnamurthy is a primary care physician with 42 years of experience. 
After completing his MBBS, he has worked in the U.K. and Canada.

DR. KRISHNAMURTHY

Hello again!

Teachers as a group, are prone to af�ictions of the throat (in common with 
singers, politicians) because of excessive use of their voice. In this article let 
us discuss how we can minimise, and in some cases, entirely eliminate these 
problems.
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First and foremost is how loudly we generally speak to be heard. 
As a culture, we are loud, even when we talk amongst ourselves, across 
a dining table, in a park or at a function. The louder we speak, the more 
strain we put on our vocal cords. It should just be loud enough to be 
heard by our audience. We all speak louder when we want to stress on 
something we are saying, when having an argument, or when we are 
angry. That apart, we should make it a point to speak softly.

In our country, especially in the cities, ambient pollution levels are very 
high. If we add to that by the use of incense sticks, ‘samrani’, mosquito 
coils, etc. at home, we are adding to indoor home pollution. All forms of 
smoke are irritants of the respiratory system (including passive 
smoking from cigarettes) and should be avoided at all cost.

Viral infections of the respiratory system are very common and usually 
require simple symptomatic treatment. They are also highly contagious 
and can easily spread from one person to the other by coughing and 
sneezing. It is necessary to avoid attending school or college, especially 
if a person also has fever at the same time. Gargling with salt water is 
known to prevent viral infections if done twice a day, every day.

Laryngitis, which is the in�ammation of the vocal cords, is another 
occupational hazard for teachers. It can follow a viral infection or can 
occur by itself on exposure to smoke. The voice becomes hoarse and 
needs to be rested for it to recover. Steam inhalation for 5 minutes, 3-4 
times a day, helps recover faster. Just like gargling, steam inhalation 
twice a day every day also helps prevent laryngitis.

That’s all for the moment. 

Until next time, 
Dr. Krish
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‘How I Taught My Grandmother to Read’ is a 
collection of 25 short stories written by 
Sudha Murty. This book takes the reader 
through Sudha Murty’s childhood which is 
all about the little joys in life.

The story talks about Sudha’s growing years 
with her grandparents. Sudha is around 
twelve-years-old when her grandparents 
start receiving a copy of a weekly-magazine 
called ‘Karmaveera’. The magazine contains 
a story by an acclaimed author called 
Triveni. Sudha’s grandmother, fondly called 
as ‘Avva’, loves the works of Triveni, but 
being an illiterate stops her from reading the 
magazine on her own. Sudha takes up the 
task of reading the story aloud for her 
grandmother. It so happens once, that Avva 
receives a copy of the magazine when Sudha 
is away attending a wedding. Avva feels sad 
as she is unable to know the plot for the 
week. She takes this up as a challenge and 
decides to learn to read. 

Image credit- Amazon.in

Once Sudha gets home, she sees an upset and a 
tearful Avva asking her to teach her to read. 
Sudha is taken aback by her Avva’s sorrow and 
agrees to teach her. Avva’s determination helps 
her learn reading in a short span of time. 
Eventually Avva transforms into a con�dent and 
independent reader.

The story tells us that learning has no age
and inspiration can come in any form.
With values in every story, this book is a 
must-read for both, adults and children!

How I Taught My Grandmother to Read and other stories



The triangles seen below can be formed into complimentary pairs. 
For example, an upright blue triangle having a red number and an upright 
red triangle having a blue number would be complimentary pairs. Identify 

all these pairs. 

How many pairs did you �nd?

7777 44
0099

44 558855
99

66

77 2299
99

11
33

2222
5599

77
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20

10

Answer
How many pairs did you �nd?
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